SHIPPING
SIMPLIFIED

YOU SHIP.
WE DELIVER
CONFIDENCE.
Between changing rates, selecting shipping
companies, preventing loss or damage to
cargo and resolving billing issues, your
shipping logistics can be a bumpy road.
And while you’re calling carriers, printing
a mountain of BOLs, scrambling for
today’s truck and planning for
tomorrow’s shipment, you could be
focused on higher priorities.
That’s where Worldwide Express
(WWEX) can help. Shipping logistics
for small and medium-sized businesses
(SMBs) like yours has been our
passion for more than 25 years,
so it doesn’t have to be yours.
Here are key ways WWEX helps
you ship with confidence.

CHOICES
YOU NEED

PROACTIVE
PARTNERSHIP

Intuitive Tech
Highly configurable and easy to use,
our SpeedShip® TMS delivers instant
carrier quotes and streamlines
processes. Get in, get out, and treat
yourself to an extra coffee break.

Preferred Pricing
Skip negotiating rates and go straight
for the deals thanks to our Tier 1
position with leading carriers and
UPS® Authorized Reseller status.

Trusted Partner
Over our 25+ year history we’ve
learned a lesson or two. Lean on
us for a helping hand and fresh
perspective. Let our experiences
spark your innovation.

Billing Magic
We make piles of invoices … disappear.
Pick carriers, any carriers, and we’ll
show you one invoice. And for carrier
billing disputes, we have a few tricks
up our sleeve.

Flexible Network
With 65+ LTL carriers and thousands
of FTL carriers in our network, plus
UPS on speed dial, carrier flexibility
keeps you firm on budget.

Secret Weapon
Alone, our 90,000+ customers don’t
have much negotiating power. But
together, their 26M+ annual shipments
have carriers drooling. So through us,
SMBs get enterprise pricing.

No Surprises
What you see is what you get.
WWEX won’t hike prices for
overhead like fleet maintenance.
Just consistent, predictable services
without “jack in the box” costs.

Parcel Perfected
Because we’re a UPS Authorized
Reseller, you have access to their full
offering of express and ground services.
Our support is the cherry on top.

On Standby
Shipment claims? Invoice disputes?
Cat up a tree? We’re just around
the corner with local, live support.
Helping you sleep easier is why we
get up in the morning.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Shipping is the make-or-break connection between your company and customers. It’s how you create repeat business,
and WWEX will help you seal the deal. Because your orders don’t stop, neither do we. We’re a proactive partner,
offering you the choices you need to simplify your process today and ship smarter tomorrow.
We’ll work together to smooth the track and pave the way to more confident shipping, so you’re prepared for what’s next.
Get started with a custom shipping consultation today at wwex.com/consultation.
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